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• Updates to ISS BME Console Handbook (BCHB):
o Vol 2, Sec 7: Log Notes – Deleted the Chit and AR trackers, and
added the Increment Actions tracker.
o Vol 2, Sec 14.1: Emergency Medical Capabilities – Updated to
reflect the new locations for all of the medical equipment since
the CHeCS rack was de-commissioned.
o Vol 2 , Sec 22: As Needed Med Ops Maintenance Activities –
Added this section to document as needed Med Ops
maintenance activities since they are no longer included in the
IDRD Annex 4.
o Vol 2, Attachment 1: ISS Power Router Salvos Cheat Sheet –
Reflects updates that were made to Power Router salvos.
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• Expected future BCHB updates:
o AEMS Users Guide (updated for AEMS software version 1.9.0)
o Console Interactions for Exercise Video
o Video Conferencing procedures
o ISS Power Router Salvos Cheat Sheet
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• Please help to keep your BCHB as up to date as
possible. If you would like to make a change, addition,
deletion, etc., please fill out a CR Form:
– BCHB Volume 1: BCHB CR Form
• Submit CR Form to BCHB Book Manager (me).
• Once approved by ISS BME Lead, the BCHB will be
updated as soon as possible by the Book Manager.
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